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From the kinematieal geometry of the plane figure moying in its own 
plane it is well-known that four-liar linkages applicable to realize four arllitrary 
positions can he designed hy means of the centerpoint and circlepoint cm'yes 
of Bl'R:lIESTER [1··6]. The points of thesp cun-es are rplated in a mutually 
unamhiguous way. The distanee between two corresponding points of these 
two third-order algebraic plane curves may he the length of one link of the 
required four-har linkage. Howpvpr. this link is a crank or a rocker, depending 
on the length of all the four links of the linkage. It may become necessary to 
construct these curyes by finding the correlated points. The method, introduced 
in this paper. does not only solv!' this prohlpll1 but simplifies the usual plotting 
method, making it quicker. ea"ier to ;:;urypy and thpreby more aeeurate. 
Asymptotes of the centeqwint and circlepoint curves 
In Fig. 1 the inter;:;ection points of tlIP circle;:; Cl and C2 will be the points 
of the centerpoint eurye by geometrieal definition: the centerpoint curye is 
the locus of all points the yisual angles of which are the "ame or the adj acent 
angles to each two opposite sides of the pole quadrilateral [7]. In the ortho-
gonal normal coordinate system the origin of the eoordinates coincides with 
one of the intersection points of the opposite "ides of the pole quadrilateral, 
and the datum line x coineides with one of these yery two side:::. \\;-ith the 
symbols in Fig. 1 (where alway::: r < R): 
Equation of the circle g I: 
x(r - :2a) -7- a2 ar o. 
Equation of the circle Cl: 
o. 
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Fig. 1 
Equation of the circle g2: 
x2 - y2 - (R 2b) (x cos (r y sin rr) + b2 + bR = 0 . 
Equation of the circle C2 : 
x2 + y2 - x (2b + R) cos (r y (2b R) sine! b2 + 
bR - x 2n2 sin (r -'- y 2n2 cos rr = 0 . 
Consequently: 
Cl (x,y) = gl (x, y) + i.Ly = O. 
i.;y = o. 
Substituting 
r ctg? 
-- R ctg i' sin (r 
i.~ = 2n cos q = R ctg i' cos (r 
into Eqs (I) and (2) and reducing Eq. (1) to 
ctgy = gl(X,y) 
ry 
and putting it into Eq. (2), we get 
g2 (x. y) ry -'- gl (x, y) R [x sin rr .~. Y cos (r] = 0, 
(I) 
(2) 
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the equation of the centerpoint curve in the coordinate system O(x, y). Sub-
stituting expressions of g:lr, y) and gl(X,y): 
yr [X2 y2_ (R + 2.b) (x cos rr -;- y sin (r) b2 -i- bR] + 
-+ R (x sin (r y cos rr) [X2 x (r -+- 2.a) + a2 -+ ar] = O. (3) 
'\I e are interest(~d in the behaviour of the curve in the infinite, so we had 
hetter turn to a homogeneous coordinate system. 
Substituting them into Eq. (3) and multiplying by xg, then putting x3 = 0 
to it, we get: 
x2 (r Rcosqc)] = O. (4 ) 
Besides the imaginary and so-called cyclical points with coordinates 
[Xl' ' ixl , 0] Eq. (4) has a real solution, too, from the condition: 
Xl R sin rr -+- x 2 (r - R cos er) = O. 
The homogeneous coordinates of the real point in infinite are 
The direction at which the real point is in the infinite is determined by 
the equation: 
X 2 R sin 
Xl R cos rf r 
Putting the equation y = mx ....L b into the Eq. (3) we get a third degree 
equation: 
x:l A (m) ....L x2 B (m) ....L xC (m) + DO. 
From the equations A(m) = 0 and B(m) = 0 the parameters m and b 
can be determined. ~ ow it is enough for us to solve the equation A(m) = 0 
as we are looking only for the direction of the real asymptote. 
A (m) = (1 m (R cos rf - r)] = 0 
yielding 
Rsin In = ----'---
Rcos q; - r 
x2 the same as we have got before for 
(5) 
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The general construction of the direction of the real a:;:ymptote for 
marking out the point:;:, to bi:;:ect the diagonal:;: of the pole quadrilateral, and 
to draw a line through these marked points [7] is rather inaccurate, these mid-
points being near to each other. Fig. 2 shows the construction of the direction 
of the real asymptote based on Eq. (5). 
m = tf( h: b < 90-:: 
r R cos (( 
b:::-- 90-:: r:::-- R cos rr. 
The angle b can he constructed in seyeral ways. 
In Figs 2h and 2c there are t,n) hatched triangles and beeause of their 
eongruence: x ,1. Besides the interseetion point of the opposite sides of the 
pole quadrilateral ean he ehoosen arbitrarily. so either angle ql with lengths 
ab Rsir:0 
cb = Pcoscj?-r 
Fig. 2 
r 1 and R1 or angle (r~ with length:;: r~ and R~ can be used for the con:;:truetion. 
Finally, it can be e:;:tablished that any two neighbouring :;:ides. of the pole 
quadrangle mmt he completed to a parallelogram and the newly con:;:tructed 
sides of this parallelogram cut out a point which is in the line parallel to the 
real asymptote. The second point to determine this line is the intersection point 
of the two sides of the pole quadrangle, close to each other, which is the only 
point not yet u:;:ed for any other purpo:;:e. 
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Replacing the pole quadrangle by the mirror pole quadrangle, the above 
method is applicable for constructing a line parallel to the real symptote of the 
circlepoint curve. 
Construction of the centerpoint and circlepoint curves 
The construction shown in Fig. 3 is known from the literature [8]. The 
mark <;:: S(BB') is interpreted as an angle less than 1800 rotated by which the 
ray SB gets into the position SB'. In accordance with Fig. 3: . 
therefore 
or 
and 
or 
·F 
<::: S (BB') = <::: S (CC') 
SE = SB' and se = SC' 
<::: S (BA) = <::: S (CD) 
/ B' 
<::: [S (BA) + S (CD)] = :T 
<::: S (CB) = <::: S (DA) 
<::: [S (CB) S (DA)] = :T • 
Fig. 3 
Consequently, the loci of points S fulfil the geometrical definition of the 
centerpoint (and circle-point) curve. The points A, B, C, D, E and F are the 
points of the curve. After the general instructions, an arbitrary pole quadrangle 
can be chosen (e.g. A, B, C, D correspond to 02303P14012 and in this case E 
and F correspond to Q24 and Q13 and applying the method shown in Fig. 3 we 
can get the centerpoint curve, which contains the six intersection points 
of the four sides of the pole quadrangle. After this the mirror poles can be 
3 Periodica Polytechnica ~I. XYII/l. 
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drawn and the whole process must be repeated with an arbitrarily chosen 
mirror pole quadrangle (e.g. A, B, C, D correspond to 0120130j40~4 and in this 
case E and F correspond to Q~3 and Qi4)' So we can get the circlepoint curve, 
which contains the six intersection points of the four sides of the mirror pole 
quadrangle. 
Instead of this arbitrary designation, it is expedient to arrange the 
construction as follows: 
In Fig. -! the pole and mirror pole systems, determined by any four 
Fig. 4 
prescribed positions, are seen. Consider the triangle 01201301.1 to he motionless 
and at the same time fmme to the three possihle four har linkages formed from 
the pole quadrangles. (OlP2303.PU; 0lP2P3P13; 01PZ40230d. The mirror 
pole system can he taken as a new position of the pole mechanisms, determined 
above, because the next equations are fulfilled: 
0 12 0 23 0 12 0~3; OH 0 34 014 0~4; O2;1 03! Oh 0~4 
0 12 0 24 0 12 0~4; 013 0 34 0 13 0~4; 0 24 0 34 O~.j 0~4 
014 0 24 0 14 0~4; .013 0 23 0]3 0~3; O2.1 0 23 O~.l Oi3 
hence: 
<r: 012(0230~3) = - (f12; <r: OH(02PL) = - rr14 (7 a) 
< 012(02P~4) = - rf12; <::: Od03P~4) = - rr13 (7b) 
/ 
':'- 014(02P~4) = - rr1.j; <::: 013(0230~3) = - rr13' (7 c) 
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On the base of this statement not only the centerpoint curve but also 
the circlepoint curve can be constructed by means of only one pole quadri-
lateral and both of them must be the same type (e.O". havinO" a sinO"le branch 
J 0 0 0 
only or being be parted). (The pole triangles can be used for the general de-
termination of the mirror poles so none of the pole quadrilaterals is self-suffi-
cient). As the poles are the results of a previous process, the less of them are 
invoh-ed in the subsequent construction, the more accurate the result will be. 
, 1" O~ ____ _ 
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Fig. 5 
There is a given pole quadrangle 01P2P3PlJ in Fig. 5. Let us set down 
the motion range of the four-bar linkage - 01202303~OW - and the mirror pole 
quadrangle 01P~30~4011' The I' 0 12 and I" 0 12 positions of the link ° 12°23 be-
long to I OH which is one of the arbitrary positions of the link 03401.1' So there 
are two moving four-bar linkages (0 12 -1-1' -OH; °12-1-1" -014) and two 
unmovable pole quadrangles. Applying the method shown in Fig. 3, there are 
two centerpoints (ivI'; iVI") and two circlepoints (K'; K") belonging to point 
q:;12 
1. The midnormals m and k in Figs. 7 a, h intersect each other at angles 
2 
d (pH K" I . I' h' h ~/" h' d' an - 2 ,so IS t lC CH'C epOInt to w 1C .t IS t e umque correspon lng 
centerpoint. This way the points J/' K' K" J/" in Fig. 6 give a theoretically 
possible solution immediately. 
Bv means of this method of construction, the possible lengths of all 
cranks and rockers can be determined, and easily plotted against the length 
of arch of the centerpoint curve. 
It is easy to see from this construction that the characteristic points 
of the centerpoint cm've and those of the circle point curve are corresponding. 
3* 
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Fig. 8 
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In Fig. 8 it has been supposed that the 0 12 -1-1' -OI.! four-bar linkage 
coincides first, with the immovable pole quadrilateral, and then 'with the un-
movable mirror pole quadrilateral. The coincidence is possible only between 
two corresponding links: one of the four-har linkage and the other of the pole 
quadrilateral (Fig. 9) or one of the four-bar linkage and the other of the mirror 
Fig. 9 
Fig. 10 
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pole quadrilateral (Fig. 10). In accordance with Figs 8, 9, 10 it is seen that 
every O;j - or QTj - point on the circlepoint curve belongs to the Qij or 
Oij - point on the centerpoint curve - respectively. 
In some special cases, without aiming at completeness, assume to have 
12 links, given by the pole system, without constructing the centerpoint curve. 
Fig. 11 
Fig. I:! 
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Among them there are six four-bar linkages for which the Grashof condition 
becames equality. In the mechanisms belonging to every frame of type 
Oij Qij - length of the frame is equal to the length of one turning link, and the 
length of the coupler is equal to the length of the other turning link, thus the 
sum of the lengths of the longest and shortest links is equal to the sum of the 
lengths of the other two links. If the vertex of Oij Qij contains the number 1, 
the links with common length coincide (Fig. 11). 
Fig. 13 
It is expedient to examine how to construct, with this method, a link of 
infinite length. There are two cases of infinitely long links: one is when the 
centerpoint curve point is in the infinite (Fig. 12), the other when the circle-
point curve point is in the infinite (Fig. 13). In both cases it is possible to 
construct a line parallel to the real asymptote of the centerpoint curve and the 
circlepoint curve. Using the determination in Fig. 7. the m", and k", correspond 
to m and k midnormals. According to Fig. 12, 0 31 1", ~ m"" and by means of 
point I", points lVIoo and 1( can be constructed. Point K moves on the straight-
line perpendicular to m", and 1\1", K = =. In Fig. 13, 0~4 1", -'- k"" and by 
means of the point 1", points j\;I and lC, can be constructed and K","VI = =. 
It is necessary to know the J1", and K", points, because the solutions in their 
surroundings are useless for the very great link lengths. 
This method is useful even as an auxiliary means for determining the 
limits of parameters before computation. 
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Summary 
This paper suggests a transformation of the construction known from the literature, 
making the usnal plotting of the centerpoint and circlepoint curves easier to survey, quicker 
and more accurate. By means of this method the correspondence between the characteristic 
points of the Burmester curves is very clear, and it is shown that in some cases the Grashof 
condition must turn to equality. There is an accurate construction method for infinitely long 
links. 
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